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The **Canal del Congreso** (Channel of the Congress) is more than a space for citizen engagement and plurality, which works towards **transparency** and **open parliament**, seeking to be accessible to the collective conscience.
Mexico’s *Canal del Congreso* is an international model for legislative communication.
The Bicameral Committee works with Canal del Congreso to generate new content and strengthen the digital platform; reinforces support and institutional efforts to encourage Canal del Congreso staff.
The **Advisory Board** is a pluralistic body of **social representation** for **Canal del Congreso**. It is comprised of 11 media specialists.
According to the current legal framework, *Canal del Congreso* responds to **Open Parliament principles** through the proactivity in its broadcasting and on its platforms. It creates a **microsite** as a new trend in legislative matters.
The **Audience Ombudsperson** promotes, protects, and safeguards the **rights of the viewer**. It opens the dialogue to comments and complaints from the **Canal del Congreso’s audience**.
Canal del Congreso addresses the technological lag through a new dynamic of interaction and audiovisual media content, to the benefit of legislative communication with citizens.
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